Introduction					
One of the keys to a successful client relationship is
having professional advisers who understand and meet
their clients’ needs: effective collaboration amongst
lawyers across jurisdictions is an essential element of
this.
Our Scots Counsel team is committed to building
strong and collaborative working relationships with
other law firms. Our success in supporting English
and International law firms on cross border matters
relies not only on our outstanding legal pedigree, but
also on our availability, ability to understand complex
issues and our track record in delivering quick, wellconsidered, concise and cost effective advice.
Our work with you is founded upon:

• Collaboration: allowing our referral partners to

provide a seamless multi-jurisdictional service to
their client;

• Trust: allowing our referral partners to maintain the
principal client contact;

• Quality and Delivery: providing our referral

partners with the same high quality advice and
round the clock support from the Shepherd and
Wedderburn team as they would expect from their
own team of lawyers;

• Innovation: being able and prepared to challenge

convention, ourselves and each other and
encouraging new ideas to make us smarter and
more efficient;

• Clarity: working with our referral partners to price a
deal competitively and with clarity.

YOUR LITTLE BLACK BOOK
Key Scots Counsel Contacts for Law Firms
shepwedd.com

Head of Banking and Finance

Fiona Buchanan
T +44 (0)131 473 5310
M +44 (0)793 986 4130
E fiona.buchanan@shepwedd.com
Fiona heads up our Banking and Finance Practice and
has advised clients on banking work for over 17 years.
She advises on a wide variety of finance matters, ranging
from conventional secured and unsecured loans to
Scottish SME’s, funding cross-border corporate buyouts
and restructuring of debts of “distressed” borrowers, to
advising major UK and foreign financial institutions on
structured multi-jurisdictional capital markets financing,
with special emphasis on securitisation. Recent years
have seen a rise in the number of loan portfolio sales
and acquisitions involving Scottish loan collateral in both
the commercial and residential sectors, and Fiona has
led teams in relation to some of the most prominent
of these in the Scottish market. A large part of Fiona’s
work includes working alongside lead lawyers in other
jurisdictions to deliver the Scottish aspects of the deal.
Please contact Fiona or your usual Shepherd and
Wedderburn contact if you require any Scots Counsel
assistance.

Banking and Finance
Patrick Bell, Partner
T +44 (0)131 473 5355
M +44 (0)797 014 8582
E patrick.bell@shepwedd.com
Clare Foster, Partner
T +44 (0)131 473 5409
M +44 (0)782 441 7712
E clare.foster@shepwedd.com
Andrew Kinnes, Partner
T +44 (0)131 473 5212
M +44 (0)775 387 1615
E andrew.kinnes@shepwedd.com

Rod MacLeod, Partner
T +44 (0)141 566 8575
M +44 (0)784 195 1083
E rod.macleod@shepwedd.com
Hamish Patrick, Partner
T +44 (0)131 473 5326
M +44 (0)781 466 8536
E hamish.patrick@shepwedd.com
Iain Wishart, Partner
T +44 (0)131 473 5344
M +44 (0)771 378 2220
E iain.wishart@shepwedd.com

Corporate Restructuring and Recovery
Yvonne Brady, Partner
T +44 (0)141 566 8504
M +44 (0)784 195 1061
E yvonne.bradyshepwedd.com
Gillian Carty, Partner
T +44 (0)131 473 5138
M +44 (0)785 073 8370
E gillian.carty@shepwedd.com
Fiona McKerrell, Partner
T +44 (0)141 566 7260
M +44 (0)770 360 7008
E fiona.mckerrell@shepwedd.com

Property and Infrastructure
John Gallacher, Partner
T +44 (0)141 566 7242
M +44 (0)771 503 8724
E john.gallacher@shepwedd.com
Nick Ryden, Partner
T +44 (0)131 473 5286
M +44 (0)777 569 1634
E nick.ryden@shepwedd.com

Key Scots Law Differences

Caroline Shand, Partner
T +44 (0)131 473 5234
M +44 (0)791 279 9562
E caroline.shand@shepwedd.com

Practical completion issues
• No escrow
• No distinction between deeds and

Elaine Todd, Partner
T +44 (0)131 473 5296
M +44 (0)791 279 9560
E elaine.todd@shepwedd.com

documents

• No requirement for consideration
Security

Commercial Dispute Resolution

• No contractual crystallisation of floating
charges

Barbara Bolton, Partner
T +44 (0)131 473 5218
M +44 (0)791 279 9561
E barbara.bolton@shepwedd.com

• Fixed security requires possession or (if
available) registration

• No equitable security

Elaine Brailsford, Partner
T +44 (0)131 473 5287
M +44 (0)773 809 7888
E elaine.brailsford@shepwedd.com

Insolvency
• Corporate insolvency regime substantially
similar

•
•
•
•

Corporate
David Dunsire, Consultant
T +44 (0)131 473 5256
M +44 (0)781 466 8378
E david.dunsire@shepwedd.com

Personal insolvency regime different
No LPA receiver
No Official Receiver
No administration for partnerships or LPs

Dispute Resolution
• 5 years limitation period rather than 6 years
• No general duty of disclosure
• Witness statements only used in

Malcolm Holmes, Partner
T +44 (0)131 473 5697
M +44 (0)791 279 9571
E malcolm.holmes@shepwedd.com

Commercial Actions

Property
landlord consent, unless the lease qualifies
this

The ‘commercial’ team at Shepherd
and Wedderburn is noted for its ‘strong
technical ability’ and ‘strength in depth.’
Legal 500

• Landlord and Tenant legislation does not
apply in Scotland

“

“

• A tenant can freely assign its lease without

• No extrinsic standard conditions in Scottish
missives of sale

They remain hungry to develop the
market and that makes them refreshing
and exciting to work with.

“

“

There’s a team approach; they understand
what needs to be done to suit the client’s
situation.
		Chambers and Partners

“

“

Chambers and Partners

There is always a way to get things
done with these guys. The quality of our
relationship allows for no taboo areas of
discussion. We also appreciate the fact
that they go above and beyond to look
after their clients.

“

“

Chambers and Partners
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